SHIFTING THE BUSINESS MODEL
BUSINESS DYNAMICS (PRODUCING GOODS)
CUSTOMER DYNAMICS (PROVIDING SERVICES)
MARKET DYNAMICS (UNDERSTANDING NEEDS)
“An average human looks without seeing, listens without
hearing, and talks without thinking.” ~Leonardo da Vinci

BUSINESS
MODEL
MATRIX™

TM

The transformation isn’t about applying the latest digital

focusing on how to improve the performance of the current

technology, or creating a remarkable customer experience,

business model, let’s ask ourselves: How can we best serve

or being mobile-first. It is about a change in customer need

the needs of the 21st century, meaning-seeking and ecologi-

from an awareness of the footprint each of us has. Instead of

cally-aware customer while lowering our footprint?

RED SHIFT | Network Centricity

BLUE SHIFT | Product Centricity

Kevin Kelly, co-founder of Wired Magazine, referred to the dynamics

For decades businesses aim to increase efficiency through econo-

behind network centricity as network effects (described by Metcalfe’s

mies of scale and/or scope. Mass production required mass con-

Law), offering exponential growth opportunities. The business model

sumption, which led to mass communication. Planned and per-

is often exclusively linked to digital platforms, but decades ago, MLM

ceived obsolescence enforced early product retirements, which

networks, like Tupperware and Avon, were already successful in de-

has caused unsustainable levels of waste. It will be a challenge to

ploying the power of distributive networks. The challenge is to be EQ-

design sustainable products within a linear, product-centric busi-

uitable: each member (node) has to perceive a surplus from adding

ness model, but for non-tangible products, a blue shift remains

value to the network. But when they do, the red shift has no limit.

the default growth model in the years to come.

CUSTOMER
DYNAMICS

YELLOW SHIFT | Resource Centricity

GREEN SHIFT | Customer Centricity

The sharing economy and the circular economy are representatives of

What was first introduced 25 years ago by Don Peppers as one-to-one

what we call resource centricity. By redeploying a resource, offered

marketing and is now called customer centricity, offers a business a

as-a-service, its use becomes optimized. For instance: many car manu-

neat way to increase its profits by fulfilling more of the needs of a

facturers now invest in ride-share services, while Philips Lighting shift-

select group of customers. Thereby decreasing its dependence on

ed from selling light bulbs to offering lumen-as-a-service. Consequent-

early product retirements. If combined with a blue shift or yellow shift,

ly, products will need to be designed to last - rather than to fail prema-

the business model offers ample opportunities to serve the needs of

turely - in order to save service and maintenance cost. A yellow shift

future customers. A green shift aims to grow customer retention, in-

is, therefore, the preferred direction towards a more sustainable future.

crease customer lifetime value, and thus raise company value.
A redshift points to an object in space moving away from you (longer wave, lower frequency),
while a blueshift means it moves towards you (shorter wave, higher frequency).
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